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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the role of urban design in the relationship between public space and families with children. The quality of outside play in urban and suburban spaces is crucial for the physical, social and cognitive development of young children. By analysing three important daily living domains – street, green spaces and play spaces – through observations, surveys, workshops and interviews in the city of Eindhoven, The Netherlands, the paper discusses the increasing need for family- and child-directed consumption spaces in city areas. The data also reflect that though there are processes in place that are progressively contributing towards the inclusion of changing urban lifestyles, concerns on importance of outside play, public green spaces, and safety remain high. It is argued that the role of design along with child-friendly indicators and locally important factors need to be better strengthened when planning future family-friendly city spaces. Initiatives such as co-creative design of public space with children and parents, bottom-up neighbourhood design initiatives (e.g. child friendly routes) are some examples. This paper points out the wider significance of spatial transformation of the city’s needs to accommodate various demographics and requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Following the current trend of global urbanisation and the growing attraction of cities for families with children, urban environments are becoming principal contexts wherein new generations of children will grow and thrive. This rapid urbanisation has a number of effects including a growing trend where not only young urban professionals are choosing to move into city areas, but also families (Bowles et al. 2009, Boterman 2012, Karsten 2013). It is estimated by the UN that 60% of the world’s children will live in cities by the year 2025. What this is indicative of is that for millions of children the contours of their everyday life and experiences will be shaped by urban environments. Boterman and Karsten (2015) have titled this ongoing urban transition as the march of city families worldwide.

This has renewed an interest on children’s lives in cities within the fields of social sciences, geography, planning and design (Matthews 2003, Karsten and Vliet 2006b, Wridt 2010), and welcomed different perspectives into the broad field of child-friendly urban environments. The impacts of these ongoing demographic shifts have initiated a discussion on urban planning discourses for their inclusiveness of family life in cities. For cities in the global north, families moving into or deciding to stay in inner city areas belong largely to a well-educated middle classes with enough resources to buy themselves an urban family home, and afford daily care of children (Karsten 2013). However, for families of lower income concerns related to housing prices and quality, services, living in transient or less than desirable neighbourhoods are pressing. See the following work for more examples, Authier and Lehman-Frisch (2012), Butler (2003), Karsten (2013), Lilius (2014). Not restricted to the global north, countries like India, (where 41.2 million children under the age of six live in urban spaces), Brazil, Peru, Turkey, etc. the challenge of growing up in cities brings concerns related to healthy and safe living conditions, recreational spaces, transport, urban poverty, etc.

Ongoing work on child-friendly cities explores and highlights the role of housing, transportation, community networks, play and green, and governance as important prerequisites for living in the city with children. With the expanding reach of children’s studies within the social sciences, urban analysis is essential to improve contextual understanding of children’s contemporary problems and needs in the city; particularly the designs of neighbourhoods and its influences on the geographies of everyday life for children (Carroll et al. 2015). Neighbourhoods where families settle for example, patterns of varied consumption, activities, and needs are more evident (Karsten 2013), reflecting an intensive consumption of urban spaces and also new practices of public parenting. Karsten (2014) argues that this transformation goes with the production of a new city. Families as consumers claim their own urban environment through the development of a range of family-friendly facilities that can be summarised in
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three types: child-directed facilities, family-directed facilities, and child- and family-friendly public space. The rise in family friendly consumption spaces is in part initiated by the families involved, but also by governments, NGO’s and developers (examples include ©London Play Street, funded and supported by a variety of actors, Figure 1).

This paper positions learnings for urban planning and design within the creation of child-friendly environments through empirical work carried out in Eindhoven (NL). Structured as follows, the first section provides a brief review on planning for families with children. The second section outlines the objectives and methodology used to develop on existing typologies of indicators on three important daily living domains – street, green spaces and play spaces within four neighbourhoods of Eindhoven (NL). Following this, the context of planning for children in cities in the Netherlands is expanded on. The third section positions analyses of the three daily living domains from the case study – street, green spaces and play spaces – through observations, workshops and interviews. This section also discusses the increasing need for family and child directed consumption spaces in city areas. Data from the four neighbourhoods reflect that though there are processes in place that progressively contribute towards the inclusion of changing urban lifestyles, importance of outside play, the concerns on safety, variance of play options, etc. remain high. These concerns can be addressed through planning and design by employing small DIY solutions or larger interventions at the neighbourhoods and/or city level.

Children, planning and cities
The advantages of city living are many, services, social networks, cultural resources, shorter commutes between work and home, and it is this daily combination of tasks, preferences and budgets that motivates families to opt for an urban residential location (Hjorthol and Bjornskau 2005). What this implies for urban planning is (re)defining the nature of planning for families in urban areas. Karsten and Vliet (2006a), for example, have identified the lack of understanding and recognition by planners on the importance of the local scale in the everyday lives of children and their parents, and plea for more family inclusive policies. With increasing obesity in children and young people (Niekerk 2012), themes such as importance of outside play, independent mobility, health, access to urban green etc. urban planning and design are gaining traction in the creation of child-friendly cities. These foci can be well served by developing an urban understanding of the interdependencies between different dimensions shaping child-friendly spaces and their impacts.

Creating child-friendly communities is central to building strong and vital neighbourhoods, cities and regions. Though planning for children is not new, from the mid-1940s, UNICEF has been advocating for the rights of children, creating initiatives such as ‘Mayor Defender of Children (1992), ‘Child Friendly Cities’ (1996), and developing frameworks for defining and developing a Child-Friendly City. To facilitate this, there is a growing body of research into the development of child-friendly communities. While much of this research focuses on addressing challenges within neighbourhoods for children, the research on the role of design and planning tools for improving practices related to child-friendly communities is still on the rise. Responding to this gap, various initiatives around the world are pushing the conversation on family friendly design strategies for inner cities. Some examples include Playful City USA, a platform started by the non-profit organisation KaBOOM! The platform acts as a program that is dedicated to bringing balanced and active play into the daily lives of all children, particularly those growing up in poverty in America (Kaboom 2017). The ‘Child and Youth Friendly City Strategy’ of Surrey (Canada) is an example of increased policy interest for inclusive design with families. Through community engagement, creation of community spaces, housing choice, youth programming and community partnerships, planning can be used to bring together various stakeholders (for a more comprehensive list please see, Krishnamurthy et al. (2018).

Research approach
In order to develop insights into the role of planning and design for family-friendly cities, the paper analyses three important daily living domains – street, green spaces and play spaces – through observations, interviews and workshops in the city of Eindhoven (NL). By using environment-focused planning indicators connected to aspects of the built environment, quantitative and qualitative data were collected.

Figure 1. Example of road closed for a play street on Roxwell Road, London. Source: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0).
Divided into two phases, the first phase consisted of semi-structured interviews with one of the parents from 204 families living in the four neighbourhoods within the study scope. The four neighbourhoods were selected based on the number of children in the neighbourhood under the age of 12, proximity to the city centre, public transport provisions (cycling and bus), diversity of inhabitants (nationalities) and WOZ values (housing values).

The semi-structured interviews with the parents from the neighbourhoods covered, among other topics, housing preferences, play areas, green spaces daily activities, commute, advantages and disadvantages of living in urban environments, and mapping activities to point out preferred walking routes and locations they frequented with their children. The interviews were fully transcribed, and the results of the survey collated using Atlas.ti. The families and parents interviewed used various facilities in and around their neighbourhood (streets, play and green spaces, after-school and school programmes, etc.) on a daily basis in various ways, with positive and negative experiences. Results from the four neighbourhoods were compared with each other to identify the best possible neighbourhood to carry out the next phase for more qualitative research.

Phase two of the work was carried out in a gentrifying inner-city neighbourhood (Bergen) that is facing demographic changes and also had active participation from parents of the neighbourhood and schools in the area. We held two intensive workshops, one with school children at the neighbourhood primary school and one with the parents at the community centre, to address possible design measures for child-friendly cities. For the workshop with children (Figure 2), we had 14 participants in three sessions progressively increasing in age: starting with four children in the age group of 7–8, eight children in the age group of 9–10, and two children in the age group of 11–12 (in all age groups there was an equal distribution of genders). The workshop included drawing sessions with the children to identify their challenges, places they considered important, where they play etc. (Figure 3).

With the parents, we posed similar questions to position where they thought their children played and places that they thought needed attention around the neighbourhood (Figure 4). The eight parents who joined us for an evening workshop were also invited to draw on a map to show their favourite routes in the neighbourhood (they went with their children). Though the parents of the children who participated in the workshop were invited to this event, only two parents joined the workshop. The workshops were independent of each other to enable active participation of the children without the presence of a parent and support the agency of children’s views. In parallel, five neighbourhood coordinators and policy-makers were interviewed to document current attempts at addressing changing needs and existing initiatives for families with children. Finally, we conducted desk-based studies of literature and policy documents on child-friendly initiatives in the city. By using the find-
ings, elements for the construction of alternative urban discourses rooted in the daily experiences and challenges were identified. This paper is a step towards broadening the scope of urban planning and design discourses in the direction of family-friendly cities.

**Empirical cases: four neighbourhoods in Eindhoven**

Eindhoven over the last decade has been increasingly transforming into a city for young adults and families. In 2015, the PBL reported that in the year 2000, the city had an overrepresentation of people in the age groups between 20 and 40. The surrounding region in contrast showed an underrepresentation of this age group. Over the last decade, the disparity between the city and the region has become starker, while the city is attracting younger people the surrounding region is aging (Jong et al. 2016). The reasoning behind this shift according to PBL is the presence of various higher educational facilities and its growing innovative high-tech cluster.

Between 2005 and 2016, there is a slight decline within the representation of the population group between 20 and 40 years from 32.5% to 31.8% as a percentage of the total population (CBS 2017b). The same pattern of decline is also visible for children between 0 and 14 years from 15.9% to 14.9%. Compared to the other four large cities in the Netherlands Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht where children between 0 and 14 make up, respectively 15.3%, 17.6%, 16.4% and 17.4% of the population (CBS 2017b), Eindhoven is a little different.

To analyse how the city is responding to the changes in population and need for better child-friendly planning, the research looked at four different neighbourhoods within the city: De Bergen, Blixembosch-Oost, Woensel-West and Lakerlopen (Figure 5 gives an overview of the neighbourhoods). With relatively young populations, three of the four neighbourhoods were inner-city, and one was in the suburbs. The cases were selected based on three factors: First, the social economic status and cultural background of the neighbourhood. This was done on the basis of financial indicators such as the average home value (WOZ-waarde) and the average income per household. Ethnic composition of the population was also considered as literature shows that the use of public space and perception of safety varies across different ethnicities.

Second indicator was the location of the neighbourhood within the city. The four neighbourhoods reflected the diverse morphological patterns of Eindhoven. One neighbourhood in the city centre was chosen, one neighbourhood within the inner-city ring, one outside the city ring and one at the edge of the municipal boundary. Third indicator was the housing composition and urban morphological type.

**The Netherlands: central role of planning for children**

For a long period, families with children were considered to be a non-typical city household within the Netherlands. The rise and decline of play spaces in urban areas can be seen as a metaphor for the changing dynamics of families living in cities. Karsten (2014) describes the historical dynamics of families in cities in Europe with a focus on the Netherlands. At the start of the nineteenth century, streets were the most important space of play for children at the time, but also not the most suitable. However, this changed dramatically with the growth of private car ownership around 1950s coinciding with the advent of mass suburbanisation. The city was seen as overcrowded, unsafe and unhygienic, and the years of suburbanisation of mostly middle-class families led to the almost ‘natural’ idea that families do not belong in the city (Ward 1977). The lack of affordable family housing is being one of the main deterrents of living in cities, and the image of space, quietness and green of suburbia influences many parents’ decision to leave the city for suburbia (Boterman 2012). Households who stayed within the city were often considered to have weak socioeconomic positions (Musterd and Ostendorf 2012).

Today, the county is experiencing a modest countermovement through mostly highly educated professionals who are increasingly choosing to remain in the city after the birth of their children. The city acts as a magnet for young people, especially when they pursue higher education, progressively finding their first job, housing, and eventually starting a family in the same place. The creation of more single-family housing and child-friendly neighbourhoods in places like Leidsche Rijn (Utrecht), IJburg (Amsterdam), and Ypenburg (The Hague) has enabled families to stay in urban areas. And as Zukin (1995) pointed out cities have regained popularity as centres of new employment and possibilities for consumerism and culture, and parents are ‘reinventing’ the city as a place to live (Karsten 2014).

With a population of more than 17 million people and growing, the Netherlands is a densely populated country (ranked as the 22nd within density rankings from the World Bank). Currently about 75% of the population live in cities, with the Dutch Environmental Assessment Agency (PBL) projecting that in the following decades three-quarter of the population growth will predominantly take place in urban areas (PBL 2016b). As a consequence of constant growth and transformation, the built environment of the Netherlands has substantially grown in the last decades and is characterised by a polycentric urban structure, and as a melting pot of urban cores at relatively short distances from each other.

As a response to and recognising that cities within the Netherlands are ‘engines of the economy’, in 2015,
Figure 5. Location and demographic information of the four neighbourhoods. Source: Sukanya Krishnamurthy.
the Dutch Government launched ‘Agenda Stad’ (Rijksoverheid 2015), a national urban agenda to promote economic growth, improve liveability and stimulate innovation in urban areas. As an addition to this agenda, the PBL (2016a) published a report titled ‘De stad: magnet, roltrap en spons’. Bevolkingsontwikkelingen in stad en stadsgebied’ (The City as a Magnet, an Escalator and Sponge) where a long-term vision of the population and spatial development was envisioned. The metaphor of ‘the magnet, escalator and sponge’ is used to describe the shifting population dynamics in cities and their increasing popularity as places to live. Cities also grow as a result of (in)migration, and this cohort belongs to the age group who are just before or in a stage of life where they are looking to have children (CBS 2017a). This can be seen through the growing number of families with children in the four main cities (Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht) of the Netherlands, though this number is decreasing at the national level.

Various studies have shown that families deliberately choose to live in the city and the trend of young people moving from cities to suburbs once they have a family is slowly reversing. Research by Karsten (2007), for example, analyses why these households disconnect the seemingly traditional relationship between families and the suburbs. Underlying their settlement choice is identified as, (1) Time and geographical reasons: Residential location is a key factor to combine childcare with paid work, which often takes place in the same city. Not only the location of the workplace is a strong determinant of their residential location but also the broad range of urban cultural activities that the city has to offer; (2) Social embeddedness: The diverse composition of the city provides many opportunities to connect with other people. This can have a mutual benefit for both the parents and the children. Children connect families who live in close proximity, these connections can then develop into supportive communities with mutual benefits for exchange of assistance and advice; (3) Identification as true urbanites: Families living in cities construct an identity of themselves as resolute families that can deal with negative sides of living in the city. They recognise there are serious considerations for living in the city but define themselves as city people who could not live anywhere else. As Karsten (2007) notes that the choice of residential location is subject to continual reflection and renegotiation.

Questions, however, still remain on whether the increase of families in cities is a structural or a temporary phenomenon. Boterman and Karsten (2015) predict that this trend of urban families in cities will persist for a while. In particular, families with strong cultural capital ties who will want to stay in the city. Traditional lines of separation between domains that exclusively belong to adults and exclusively to children are fading. Some neighbourhoods specialise in this kind of environment. In Amsterdam for example, families as consumers are becoming increasingly visible. Cafes serve ‘babychino’ (a child-friendly variant of cappuccino), cultural programmes in the city targeted at children (museum activities) are a few examples (Leclaire 2015). These city neighbourhoods are transforming to welcome the settling of families with children. It will not be the increasing number of migrants, shrinking birth rates, it is the middle-class (and upper classes with affordability) who will bring new children to the city (Boterman 2012 with emphasis added by author). Other examples include municipal initiatives from the city of Rotterdam, ‘Building Blocks for a Child Friendly Rotterdam’ or ‘Kindvriendelijke bouwblokken’, or the development of the Kindlint as a safe route for children that encourages independent mobility around the neighbourhood.

Positioning learnings in context

Based on the findings from the quantitative and qualitative data from the four neighbourhoods, we can position specific learnings and challenges of the neighbourhood along certain thematic lines. With the help of indicators based on the urban environment and systematic methods of data collection, cities can assess their levels of addressing child-friendly planning and understand changes overtime.

Streets and perceived safety levels

Despite the various measures taken for street safety within all the four neighbourhoods, perceived safety in the street is low in all of them. In three out of the four neighbourhoods (De Bergen, Woensel-West, Lakerlopen), more than half of the parents admit that they do not find the streets safe for their children to play in. A recurring observation was the number of cars on the street and the attitude of the drivers, apart from these, reasons such as speeding cyclists in De Bergen, bad visibility in the streets of Blixembosch-Oost deter parents from encouraging their children to play outside. While some parents are able to cope with this, like this parent in Lakerlopen, ‘…don’t do stupid things, then it’s safe’, for most parents this was not the case. Interestingly, in De Bergen, children were even less satisfied with their safety than their parents. Of the children who participated in the intensive workshop within the neighbourhood, only one-third of the children found the street safe to play in, but half of the children said they do regularly play in the street anyway (responses were a mix of personal and parents’ choice).

Of all the four neighbourhoods, Blixembosch-Oost was the neighbourhood where parents considered the streets safest. Blixembosch-Oost, a suburban VINEX neighbourhood from the early 90s (for more about the VINEX policy see Galle and Modderman 1997), consists mainly of access roads that also have a low
intensity of use. Although traffic safety remains a challenge, two-thirds of the parents were satisfied in this neighbourhood with regard to safety. One parent answered, ‘as a mother I am not satisfied, but in comparison to other neighbourhoods, then yes I am. If I had to give it a grade, it would be a seven (out of 10)’. Though levels of perceived safety were quite high, play activities in this neighbourhood do not take place on the street but more within assigned play areas (e.g. playgrounds). However, the abundance of play facilities around the neighbourhood appears to deter from playing on the streets.

Parents from De Bergen on the other hand were concerned about the speed of traffic, and when asked about how to improve this situation, almost all of them pointed towards traffic calming and more visible safety measures: ‘Make the neighbourhood car-free, make the bike lanes safer and provide less parking for tourists.’ One of the parents mentioned cases where speeding cars crashed into people’s home. Others stressed on creating better signages and control. Interestingly, it was not only traffic-related reasons that contributed to lower perceived safety levels, but also social factors. While these findings are not new, they are in line with earlier research of ‘stranger danger’ that appears to cause parental anxiety in relation to their child’s safety in the neighbourhood (Carver et al. 2008). Findings from this research follow the same pattern. Examples include the presence of homeless people in De Bergen, and (activities related to) prostitution and drug abuse in Woensel-West. It was not only the adults who contributed to the feeling of being unsafe but also presence of older children (teenagers) in some locations as the workshop with the children evidenced.

The perceived safety levels can also be related to the popularity of walking around the neighbourhood. The data showed that Woensel-West was the least popular neighbourhood to walk in. Respondents said that though the neighbourhood has improved from previous years parents generally do not let their children walk or play around the neighbourhood unsupervised. Parents regularly check up on them after some time or make agreements about how far the children can go, one example being ‘the kids walk on the streets sometimes, but after a few minutes I will check if he is alright’. De Bergen and Blixembosch-Oost are considerably more popular neighbourhoods to walk in, with Blixembosch-Oost being recognised for its safety levels and social control.

**Designated play versus undesignated play**

The importance of outside play has been stressed in literature ranging from health to children’s geography (Hinkley et al. 2008, Aarts, Wendel-Vos, Oers, Goor, & Schuit, 2010, Vries and Veenendaal 2012, Christian et al. 2015). Within our research, we found that the majority of children play outside every day, and that they play mostly in designated play areas i.e. places of organised play (such as the playground, sports field, schoolyard, park) rather than undesignated playing areas (such as streets or sidewalks).

The ample availability of designated play areas in all the four neighbourhoods can be identified as the primary reasons for this behaviour (see Figure 6). We should note here that though designated areas are easy to identify visually and spatially, undesignated

Figure 6. Designated and (observable) undesignated play spaces in the four neighbourhoods. Source: Sukanya Krishnamurthy.
playing areas are more difficult to determine. More so as these spaces cannot be identified through analysis and observation alone but need input from children and/or parents to point out where else play happens. Between the four neighbourhoods, outside play in designated areas were most evident in Blixembosch-Oost (by observation) and undesignated play areas were most evident in De Bergen (by observation and the workshops).

The number of designated play areas in Blixembosch-Oost (almost double in comparisons other neighbourhoods) appears to encourage outside play. Though number of parents complained about the quality of playgrounds and that there were not enough spaces tailored for older children. ‘We need more spaces for teenagers; all playgrounds are for little children. And I see teenagers hanging around the playgrounds’, says one parent of two children under the age of 10. Parents appeared largely satisfied with the quality and number of available facilities. Other observations included the need for variety of playgrounds, natural, sport, and creating more attractive play and activity spaces (urban farms for example). In comparison with Blixembosch-Oost, quarter of outside play in Woensel-West happened on the streets. Identified as a transition neighbourhood (along with Lakerlopen), Woensel-West is the only neighbourhood in the city where the Kindlinit (Figure 7) was introduced to provide a safe route for children through the neighbourhood connecting school, playgrounds and the park (Wassenberg and Milder 2008). Based on a workshop with elementary school children in the neighbourhood about the Kindlinit, the children are yet to grasp the meaning or knowledge of the various safety elements along the route (e.g. posts for a safe crossing). Interestingly, the children indicated various elements along the route – designated or not – as places for play. Though levels of perceived safety were low, children were still allowed to play on the streets, more so as the number of designated play spaces were low.

Between all the four neighbourhoods, parents emphasised the need for more centralised and diverse play spaces, and improvements to the playing environment. Like a participant in Woensel-West said: ‘I want the play areas to be bigger and more together. Not one piece of play-equipment on every street, but a bigger dedicated place where not only children but also parents can gather’.

A common observation was the absence of activities for parents or waiting spaces while the children played in designated spaces. It was also striking that all the answers about possible improvements were about designated play areas and nothing was mentioned about adapting undesignated play areas. One of the advantages of undesignated play spaces is the accessibility for all children (Wilson 2012). The workshop with children in De Bergen revealed that the children appreciated undesignated play areas because they were close to their homes, especially when designated play areas were difficult to reach or further away. Moreover, with undesignated spaces, children can temporarily own and imagine various possibilities about these spaces, encouraging a large variety of play themes: what game can I play here? (Frost 1992). Car-parks that are accessed by placing a brick under the garage doors, some appropriation of sidewalks and private courtyards (e.g. Bourbonhof in De Bergen) were some examples. As streets were considered unsafe by children in De Bergen, a private courtyard of a gated community appeared to be a popular alternative to cope with the capricious city environment.

Of the interviewed children in De Bergen, there was also a big difference in preference of play spaces between genders. Girls were more negative about the place and identified bad maintenance as a deterrent to play, the variety of play equipment and the threat of older teenagers were other nuisances pointed out. Boys wanted to see improvements on the maintenance of the soccer field and additions of more sport facilities. Interestingly, they both point out that more attention needs to be paid to diversity of ages within the neighbourhood.

**Urban green spaces**

Urban green spaces (UGS) over the past years have become central to a number of research themes, sustainability, physical health, mental health and safety (Barrera *et al*. 2016). Studies show that accessibility to and the presence of green attracts play, which is important for physical, social and cognitive development of young children (Louv 2005, Amoly *et al*. 2014). Children’s access to local child-friendly environments, including green spaces, contributes to sustainable development in several ways, like diminished car transportation and support for children’s healthy development, physically active free play and concern for the environment (Jansson *et al*. 2016).

---

*Figure 7. Kindlinit or child route in the neighbourhood of Woensel-West. Source: Sukanya Krishnamurthy.*
The issue of accessibility to UGS is one of the crucial aspects of sustainable urban planning, and it is linked to the growing concern about the well-being of urban population, particularly in children (Gupta et al. 2016). Studies from the perspective of the child on the design of urban green spaces show that children felt that the management of their local environments was not adapted to their preferences (Roe 2006). This appears to be the case for Eindhoven as well in terms of use and accessibility to urban green spaces (Figure 8). While the data were collected independently for play and green, in practice, however, they are closely related to each other. The embedding of playgrounds in green areas often provides opportunities for play (natural playgrounds for example) or just an informal patch of green in front or back of the house.

Within the inner-city neighbourhood of De Bergen, the park is the most visited greenscape for play according to findings from the children’s workshop. This was confirmed by the data from the survey with the parents. Remarkably, this park has no specific play facilities for children. The children invent their own games or make creative use of what is already there, like using an art object as a playset to climb on. The design of the Anne Frankplantsoen (De Bergen’s city park) and its enclosed character also provides possibilities for informal group play, like hide and go seek for example. During the workshop, an eight-year-old girl described how through their own imagination she created a park that was the exclusive domain of the children. This description fits in line with the research that shows that play in a natural environment is more varied than play in non-natural play spaces. Play in natural environments is also more sensational, explorative and constructive (Berg, Koenis, & Berg 2007). Natural playgrounds, like the ones that can be found in Blixembosch-Oost, are especially suitable for this.

Blixembosch-Oost is the neighbourhood with the most greenery from the cases researched. Because of its suburban character, it has the highest volume of private gardens, which also contributes to the green character of the neighbourhood. Most of the greenery in Blixembosch-Oost have double functions, as a playground as well as a grass field for aesthetic purposes. This doubling of functions translates to a high quantity of different play opportunities in this neighbourhood. This quantity and quality of green also appears to contribute to the high rate of outdoor play in designated spaces in Blixembosch-Oost.

With the other neighbourhoods, quality and access to green was much lower. A number of parents raised this issue including a parent in Lakerlopen: ‘A larger park would be nice, there are a large number small green patches in the neighbourhood, but still a single large one would be nicer’. Parents also gave examples of what they would like in terms of the greening of streets and the addition of play spaces. Findings of the workshop also highlighted importance of greening schoolyards. These findings fit in the line with a push towards increasing green Dutch schoolyards (NOS 2017).

Impacts and role of the socio-cultural environment

Within a community, the physical (built and natural) environment cannot be detached from social, economic and political realities of the neighbourhood. While the role of the physical environment is central to the well-

Figure 8. Urban green spaces in the four neighbourhoods. Source: Sukanya Krishnamurthy.
being of children, from the need for walking and cycling facilities to the preservation of green space, social and cultural features also shape behaviours and permeate into activities within the neighbourhood. Though contestations exist within research on parental values among high-, middle- and low-class families on raising children, the difference between access to activities and amenities was evident through this work. The relatively affluent neighbourhood of Blixembosch-Oost appears to have very different forms of activities and social capital in comparison with Woensel-West or Lakerlopen (parent groups, neighbourhood organisations, children’s play groups etc.). With diverse immigrant status ranging from Turkish, Moroccon, other African and Asian backgrounds, Woensel-West and Lakerlopen typify a very visible generational upward mobility of migrant families. The gentrifying De Bergen is a neighbourhood composed of mostly well-educated upper-middle-class families where almost all have a native or highly skilled immigrant background.

Given the diversity in the spatial layouts and demographic composition of these neighbourhoods, it is noteworthy, that the parents from all four neighbourhoods were generally satisfied with the wide range of services and the quality of the social environment in their neighbourhood. For example, in Blixembosch-Oost, parents and children felt very welcomed in various local business and valued the friendly environment of semi-private and commercial spaces within the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood also had the highest number of private and commercial activities available for children through neighbourhood organisations. Blixemkids, one such example, is a group of volunteers organising activities for children, an interviewee expands: ‘We celebrate Sinterklaas for example, and on National play day Blixemkids brings waterslides, inflatable bouncers and more’. Although positive, multiple interviewees identified the importance of (and absence of) a mixture of people from different backgrounds: ‘We think the culture of the people in this neighbourhood is “too white”. Nowadays we live in a multicultural society and I want my children to grow up knowing this multicultural society’.

In contrast to Lakerlopen, where activities for children are not as common (‘there are a few activities, and they’re organised just once a year’, says one parent) and support groups for parents are less known or even wanted. A parent who is aware of such activities highlights ‘There is a support group for parents at the elementary school, but we don’t go or need that (she didn’t expand on the reasoning)’. Based on the small sample size here, it is hard to position the reason behind this. Conversations with neighbourhood co-ordinators also highlighted low levels of participation within activities organised by the neighbourhood association. One of the interviewees’ observed that the organisation itself, and therefore the activities, might be a bit outdated since there are only seniors on the boards of these organisations. In line with Bell et al. (2008), who underpin the importance of having a varied group of citizens participating in community groups to create the feeling of communal ownership for the success of any participation process.

By far the most diverse neighbourhood within the study, Woensel-West has been successful in banding together to realise the Kindlint (child-route) and organise various community activities. The diversity of this neighbourhood also leads parents to comment on the need for more inter-communal activities. ‘… add more common activities for different groups, promote more mixing of people or children with different backgrounds’, observed one parent. Some parents raised concerns on the presence of the red-light district close by and others noted that the differences in socioeconomic status implied variance in access to amenities. While they have the means to access services and special care, not all families have that ability (lower income, lesser social networks). Also, improvement of (mis)communication between people in the neighbourhood through lack of Dutch language comprehension’. The observations from the parents are noteworthy example of how different community concerns need to be addressed and mitigated.

An interesting observation was found in De Bergen, where semi-private and commercial spaces were considered least inviting for parents with children. Although there are some very positive rated commercial spaces (e.g. those especially aimed towards children), residents identify the conflict of interest between the commercial (restaurants, bars etc.) and the living areas as an issue for future improvement. While commercial activities formerly exclusively belonged to adults, parents note that lines between adult- and child-oriented spaces are fading.

The neighbourhood has been successful in encouraging various co-creative initiatives for child-friendly environments, while attracting skilled native and international workers. Reflecting on the active involvement of its residents and civil society organisations, Stadstuin de Bergen located in the heart of de Bergen is one such example (Figure 9). The aim of the resident led initiative is to transform a decayed parking space and playground in its close proximity into an environment that facilitates interaction between residents, children and civil organisations. Funded through the municipality and in kind by the various neighbourhood organisations and local entrepreneurs, activities such as greening, children’s play activities, possible activities for care facilities for differently abled people are some of the possibilities that are being explored.
Conclusions and recommendations

In the context of the Netherlands, the visibility of children in cities is growing and importance of children’s geography in planning and design is becoming increasingly relevant. With growing diversity in urban areas, cities need to develop mechanisms through which the interests of young children and families are better represented and articulated within planning and design.

The results of this research from four neighbourhoods in Eindhoven on child-friendly public spaces both confirm patterns of consumption and use as reported in literature, and also add new insights for urban design. The role that urban planning and design can play in highlighting the validity and agency of children’s geography in planning processes is vital within the changing profile of cities. It is useful here to distinguish between the following, role of urban planning and design can play in highlighting the importance of children’s geographies, the levels of possible interventions, bottom-up and top-down, and accommodating for changing demographics in cities. However, more research is needed to position differences between needs of young and older children, gendering of spaces, needs for early childhood development, etc. This can be seen through the issues raised regarding safety, awareness, maintenance, and more family-friendly spaces, which can be addressed at various scales and levels of interventions.

Some possible urban design interventions include:

- Adding playful street furniture: Streets are potential places for children to learn and play. Research identifies adding urban furniture around the neighbourhood could facilitate observing children at play. Adding a bench between the street and home can have two functions, a buffer between private and public spaces, and increase opportunities to connect with neighbours and other children.
- Climbable objects: Any object can become an element to scramble up on: a piece of art in the park, some steel objects on the sidewalk, a tree trunk etc. For children, climbing on objects is more than just fun. Scaling an object teaches them vital lessons, such as dexterity, risk assessment, focus and planning. They have to decide how high they are comfortable to climb and find the best way to get there.
- Possibility for sidewalk games: Outside play is not restricted to designated play spaces only but should extend to public space at large. Playing games on the sidewalk encourages more types of social play, introduces a larger variety of play themes, and increases social interaction. Sidewalks also provide access to all children to use it as a play space.
- Playful street crossings: Cities today are actively aiming to improve their neighbourhoods through a multitude of interventions. By creating interesting street crossings, neighbourhoods can increase their aesthetic appeal, benefit pedestrians and raise awareness. Streets crossings can be community projects, art installations by famous artists or children’s school projects. The scale and scope depend on its residents.
- Designing for flexible use: Schoolyards are locations that are only used at certain times of the day and mostly only during weekdays. School yards have a potential to become much more than just a playground during school hours. For example, they can be opened up as play spaces in the weekend, neighbourhood event spaces, summer activities etc. Other examples including designing playscapes for various abilities rather than age can include elements for both younger and older children, without being prescriptive on age or who uses what.
- Neighbourhood child route: Cities are now responding to the growing trend of attracting families within their boundaries by actively looking at family-friendly developments. Though there is a long way to go to create family-friendly cities, incremental shifts can create more awareness. Neighbourhood child routes can be created with the residents of a neighbourhood to connect community and child identified important spaces. By connecting them visually, the route can become a play-route to various destinations or a destination in itself with a number of play elements. This can increase independent mobility for older children, road safety, visual awareness and community building, by putting children at the centre of the exercise.

Figure 9. Example of child activities within Stadstuin de Bergen. Source: Sukanya Krishnamurthy.
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